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Aim
Many web sites add an Internet forum as a service to allow for input from their
visitors. Ideally a forum is a tool for communication as well as a knowledge base:

• As a communication tool, it must allow every user to participate and express
his or her specific thoughts.

•

As a knowledge base, it must assure its content is accessible.

These requirements can easily collide. Allowing everyone to express his or her
thought results in a vast, ever growing amount of data. And more data will result in
less accessible knowledge.
Evaluation scores can be used to preserve accessibility, by pointing out valuable
messages with high evaluation scores. Evaluations can be obtained explicitly by
asking users about their opinions on messages or implicitly by interpreting user
behaviour. Implicit filtering methods have some advantages over explicit methods.

Method
Other research has shown that interest in a web page and the time someone spends
at it are correlated. In a forum this would be the time someone reads a message.
This research investigates two research problems:
1. Can reading times be used for implicit message evaluation?
2. If so, how can the evaluation process be automated and integrated in an

Internet forum?

A survey on reading behaviour has been conducted to solve the first research
problem. For the second problem, the feasibility of a specific automated model for
content evaluation in forums is investigated.

Results
The survey on reading behaviour showed that 8% of the variance in reading time
could be explained by variance in the evaluation score. The interest in a message
does relate to reading time.
The proposed automated model supports the knowledge on reading behaviour. It
takes into account that individual reading skills can cause different reading times for
readers with equal interest in a message.

Conclusion
Although the correlation between reading time and user's interest is quite weak, it is
possible to calculate an evaluation score. When every encounter of a visitor with a
message slightly contributes to the evaluation, many visits will result in an evaluation
that reflects the interest of the group.
The proposed model follows this philosophy. Nevertheless, the second research
question can not be fully answered yet. A field test or prototype of the proposed
model should clarify the feasibility of the proposed model.

III

Preface
This report describes the investigation of content evaluation in Internet forums by
analysing reading times. The research was performed to complete my study
Cognitive Science and Engineering at the University of Groningen, The Netherlands.
The research was performed at the Research and Development department of
PinkRoccade SZ (Sociale Zekerheid) in Amsterdam. The R&D department is actively
involved in the exploration of new techniques and services for PinkRoccade SZ.
When I began my study in Groningen, almost seven years ago in 1994, Internet just
came with all other new impressions. Back then I did not realise the impact it would
have on my life. Even now I'm writing this (April 2001) many people believe it was
'just a hype'. From a commercial perspective it was just a hype. Money has been
spent on promises that were built on dreams. But eventually few people saw their
dreams come true.
From a technological perspective it has been much more than a hype. It was and still
is a revolution! New techniques are becoming available faster than users can adapt
to them. Do not ask me if this technological advance is a good thing. It will probably
not bring us world peace. It just excites me to have gadgets and information channels
James Bond could only dream of.
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Chapter 1.
1.1

1.2

1.1

Introduction

MOTiVATION
CHAPTER OUTLINES

Motivation

It is very hard to find the needle (specific information) in the ever-growing haystack
(the Internet). Therefore, techniques1 are being developed to enhance accessibility
and usability of Internet applications. One of those techniques is content evaluation;
assigning scores to information. When searching for information, the score of the
content behind a link can facilitate the decision whether to follow a link or not, for
example.

Forums, being online discussion groups, are the subject of this research. Messages
in a forum won't be of equal quality: some messages will add more to the forum than
others. How can valuable messages remain accessible in a growing forum?
Assigning evaluation scores to messages might do the trick. But how can we identify
the value of messages?
Explicitly asking readers to rate the message they've just read is one way. This
method is evaluated in Chapter 6.3.1.
Another solution is analysing user behaviour to evaluate messages implicitly, without
a demand for extra user actions. A method of this type of solution is investigated in
this report.
Other research (Claypool, Le, Wased and Brown 1) has shown that interest in a web
page and the time people spend at it are correlated. For Internet forums this would
mean that the interest in a message and the time people spend reading it are
correlated.

Jakob Nielsen discerns basically two types of reading behaviour: scanning and wordby-word reading (Nielsen 1).

•

Scanning

The reader scans a message, picking out
individual words and sentences.

•

Word-by-word Reading

The reader reads the message word by
word.

In a study performed by Morkes and Nielsen, only 16% of the readers read word-byword when presented a new web page (Nielsen 2). Scanning is a quick method to
find interesting content or to get an indication of the interest of the page. Reading
word-by-word is necessary to really comprehend the page.
Scanning a message will take less time than reading it word-by-word. The time a
visitor spends on reading a message (the reading time) seems to indicate the type of
behaviour the user occupied.
1

(Search) Agent technology, Personalisation, User Behaviour Matching

1

These two types of reading behaviour might explain why time and interest are
correlated. Readers do not have to read word-by-word to get an indication of interest.
If the message is not of enough interest to the reader, he can leave it and search for
a more interesting one. The Internet is big enough, If the message seems interesting
the reader can decide to read it, which results in a bigger reading time.
An example:

Assume two similar messages, A and B, differing only in semantic content. If
message A is more interesting than message B then A will more often be read
word-by-word than scanned compared to message B. Consequently reading
times will be shorter for B than forA.
The solution for content evaluation examined in this report uses reading times to
determine the value of a message to forum. The solution will be described in Chapter

3..
1.2
Chapter Outlines
In Chapter 2 the problem definition, research objectives and methods are stated.
How forum users actually read forum messages is very important for this report.
Therefore reading behaviour will be explored in Chapter 3.

A specific model for forum content evaluation is proposed in Chapter 4.
Chapters 5 and 6 introduce the reader to the terminology and techniques used for
forums and content evaluation in general.
Chapter 7 contains all research conclusions that follow from this report.
Finally Chapter 8 provides guidelines for implementation of the model and
suggestions for further research.

2

Chapter 2.
2.1

2.2
2.3

2.1

Defining the Research Objectives

PROBLEM DEFINITION
OB,JEcTIvE: QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

METhoD: MALYSING READING BEHAVIOUR.

Problem Definition

Many web sites add an Internet forum as a service to allow for input from their
visitors. The effects of a forum should not be underestimated. Along with the duty to
keep it up and running, a forum poses some potential threats. See Chapter 5.5
Problems with Forums: Security and Netiquette for more on this issue. Messages that
do not obey the forum rules should be detected and 'treated' as soon as possible.
This task requires at least some form of intelligence. Judging a message can be a
delicate task:
In a forum everyone should be allowed to express him/herself and deleting a
message can be interpreted as censorship.

Ideally, valuable messages remain accessible in the long run, allowing the forum to
become a knowledge base. Less valuable messages should not be deleted however
because they provide the context for other more valuable messages [Preece 1J
Message quality values —in this research called 'evaluation scores' or 'evaluations'can be used to distinguish messages by their value to the forum. Evaluation scores
might also encourage users to write better messages. Chapter 1.1 noted that reading
times indicate user behaviour and therefore might be suited to be used for message
evaluation. This leads to two research problems:

1. Can reading times be used for message evaluation?
2. If so, how can the evaluation process be automated and integrated in an

Internet forum?

2.2

Objective: Quality Improvement

This research aims to provide solutions for both research problems stated in Chapter
2.1. The main objective is improving forum quality. If this research answers the two
stated questions, the results can be added to a forum to improve its quality.
The following issues relate to forum quality:

•

Quality indication

Valuable messages must be distinguishable
from messages of lesser value.

•

Quality preservation

Valuable messages must remain accessible in
the long run.

•

Easy administration

Identifying potentially corrupt messages can
reduce the workload for the administrator.
3

How message evaluations can be used to improve forum quality will be discussed in
Chapter 8.3 Some uses of message evaluations in forums. The obtained results can
possibly be extended to Internet applications other than forums. Chapter 8.4 will
discuss broader application of the proposed method.

2.3

Method: Analysing Reading Behaviour.

Screen reading behaviour is investigated to clarify if reading times can be used to
calculate evaluation scores. This solves the first research problem.
To narrow the scope of this research, a specific method for automated message
evaluation is proposed. The feasibility of this method is tested to solve the second
research problem. The proposed method uses reading times to assign evaluation
scores to forum messages.
The proposed method differs from most existing solutions in that it involves users
passively to rate messages and contributions of users are interdependent. In other
words: this evaluation method is charactensed as implicit and collaborative. Chapter
6.3.2 will discuss methods of this type.

4

Chapter 3.
3.1

Investigating Reading Behaviour

READING TIME

READING SPEED
3.2
kIDIVIDUAL READING SKILLS
3.2.1
READABILITY SCORES
3.3

3.3.1

GUNNING FOG READABILITY SCORE

READABILITY AND READING BEHAVIOUR
3.3.2
CONCLUSIONS ON READING BEHAVIOUR
3.4

Reading times result from reading behaviour. To find out if reading times can be used
for message evaluation, reading behaviour should be investigated first. This chapter
explores important aspects of (screen) reading behaviour.

A survey on reading behaviour has been conducted as part of this research to gain
insight in the behaviour of forum users. Relevant results of the survey have been
embodied in this chapter. Read Appendix 10.2 for the full description of the survey.

Reading Time
3.1
As one would expect, reading time (Ri) correlates with message length; people need
more time to read longer messages.

In the first set of messages (Setl) of the survey, people were 'forced' to read
messages entirely. The survey concluded that in Setl, reading time and message
length are linearly correlated. This was true for the groups average RT as well as for
all individual participants' RTs.

Figure 1. RT versus Message length in Set2

In the second set (Set2) people were not forced to read messages entirely. The
survey showed that in Set2 group average RTand message length were still
correlated. The obtained RT's were much shorter in Set2 than in Setl. The individual
differences in reading behaviour were much larger. RT's were less correlated with
message length for individual participants.

5

As stated in Chapter 1.1, other research has shown that interest in a web page and
the time people spend at it are correlated. (Claypool, Le, Wased and Brown I)
concluded that the total time spent on a Web page is a good indicator of interest.
[Morita & Shinoda 1]found that the time people spend reading Net News articles is
the primary indication of them having interest in it.
In Set2 of the survey participants gave an evaluation score for each message they
read. The score represented their interest in the message. A score of —2 represents a
'very uninteresting!'evaluation. A score of +2 represents a 'very interesting!'
evaluation.
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Figure 2. RT versus Message Length in Sefl

The survey did not find a relation between group average RTand group average
evaluation score for the messages in the Set2. When the messages where grouped
per evaluation score, the results looked more promising. Higher evaluation scores did
have longer reading times.
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To prove a tendency for interesting messages to have longer RT5, all RTs and
Evaluation combinations have been analysed. A correlation coefficient of 0,277 at a
significance level of 99% was found in Sef2 of the survey. Variances in evaluation
scores explain 8% of the variances in RT.

3.2

Reading speed

Reading Time (RT) is closely related to Reading Speed (RS). In this research, the RS
is defined as the number of words a reader reads per second.

[Nielsen 1) found that people read 25% slower from screen compared to reading from
paper. Nielsen blamed the still relatively low resolution of computer screens for this
phenomenon. The lower RS is of interest to this research. The lower RS indicates
that reading from screen demands more from the reader, than reading from paper.
People might therefore decide to print longer messages. This is a possibility, which
has not been investigated by this research.
The survey on reading behaviour showed that when people were free to read a
message (Set2), their RS was much higher compared to when they had to read it
entirely (Setl). For Setl, the group's RS speed was 3,97 words per second. In Set2
it was 6,56. The group's reading speed increased with 65%.
RS's of individual users did correlate in the two sets. Reading speeds for all 22 users
have been plotted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. RS's of Seti vs. Set2 (Scatter plot)

A correlation coefficient of 0,517 was found with a significance of 95%. This result
indicates that the variance in RS found in Set2 can be explained for 27% by the
variance in RS in Setl for each participant.
3.2.1

Individual Reading skills

If user behaviour is analysed by only assessing reading times we might be neglecting
the individual differences in reading skills. Reading is something people learn and
forum users can have any reading level.

7

Reading speed is a reading skill. RS's differ per individual. The following figure shows
the RTs of four participants in Setl of the survey on reading behaviour:

3
Figure 5. Reading behaviour in Seti

All four participants show high correlation with their own trend line. This indicates that
each participant read the messages in Seti at a steady RS. Reading speeds did vary
per individual participant and can therefore be seen as an individual skill.
In the survey on reading behaviour, the reading times have been normalised on
individual reading speed. Thereby variance in RT due to variance in RS has been
removed to improve the correlation between reading time and interest.

3.3

Readability Scores

Readability scores give an indication of the required reading skill necessary to
comprehend a given text. Less readable text might slow down a reader. Therefore
the influence of readability on reading behaviour has been investigated in the survey.
Readability scores use textual features that do not include semantic characteristics.
This allows for the comparison of different messages without assessing semantic
content. Most research on readability has been presented in psychological literature.
The still useful publication used for this report dates back from 1975 (Hauwermeiren
11.

Many different methods exist for assigning readability scores. They all use textual
features such as word length, sentence length or, more profound, word difficulty to
calculate a readability score. Applying a formula with textual features as input results
in a readability score.
3.3.1

Gunning Fog Readability Score

In this research the Gunning Fog method fXrefer 1) was used to estimate readability.
This method is widely used for readability estimation. It uses only sentence length
and the percentage of difficult words to calculate a readability score.

GF = 0,4 * ((Words/Sentences) + (DiftWords I Words))
8

Words
Sentences

DifM'ords

=
=
=

the number of words
the number of sentences
the number of difficult words

According to the Gunning Fog method, a difficult word can roughly be described as a
word consisting of three or more syllables. Read the Gunning Fog specification for
the extensive, correct definitions. Difficult words are also called 'foggy' words, hence
the name of the formula.
The outcome of the Gunning Fog formula (GF) gives the educational grade (US
school system) the reader should have completed to understand the given text. An
outcome of 5 indicates a text as 'very readable', 10 is becoming hard, 15 is difficult,
and 20 very difficult. The paragraph you're reading right now for example has a
Gunning Fog score of 4,2:
GF = 0,4 * (62/6 + 11/62) =

Words
Sentences
DiffWords

3.3.2

4,2

=62
=6
= 11

Readability and reading behaviour

Readability is interesting for this research since it might influence user behaviour.
Knowledge of the influence of readability on forum users can improve the analyses of
user behaviour. If users have more difficulty reading a difficult message, they might
leave the message or need more time to read it.
Now that most documents are created and stored in electronic form, textual features
can be extracted automatically. As a result readability scores can be calculated
automatically, without human supervision. Forum messages are stored in digital form,
implying that readability scores can be used in Internet forums.
The survey on reading behaviour did not show a correlation between average RS per
message and message readability in Seti.
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Figure 6. RS versus Seti
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The survey did find a relation between readability and Relative RT. The correlation
coefficient was 0,235 at a significance level of 95%. So readability accounts for 5,5%
of the variance in Relative RT. Please read Chapter 10.2.3.2 Readability and
Reading Time for the description of Relative RT.

3.4

Conclusions on reading behaviour

There is evidence for a positive correlation between RT and user interest. The survey
on reading behaviour showed that in Set2 about 8% of the variance in RT was
explained by variance in evaluation score.
Readers read 25% slower from screen than they read from paper. Readers might
therefore choose to print longer messages on paper, in stead of tiring themselves by
reading from screen.
Reading speed (RS) is an individual reading skill, If the individual RS of forum users
is known, it can be used to calculate a more accurate PRT.

In Set2 of the survey readability influenced the Relative RT, which indicates
readability scores can be used to calculate a more accurate PRT.
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Chapter 4.
4.1
4.1.1

4.1.2
4.2
4.2.1

4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4
4.2.5

The Proposed Model

INTRODUCTION TO THE MODEL
WHY SHOULD READING TIMES BE USED?
MODEL ABSTRACT
VARIABLES USED IN THE PROPOSED MODEL

READING TIME (RT)
PREDICTED READING TIME (PRT)
READER'S INTEREST
RELIABILITY

SSAGE EVALUATION SCORE (ME)

4.3

COMPUTING THE EVALUATION SCORE
BINDING IT ALL TOGETHER
4.3.1
EVALUATION SCORE METHOD
4.3.2
OBSTACLES: POTENTIAL PROBLEMS.
4.4
FALSE ASSUMPTIONS ON READING BEHAVIOUR
4.4.1
USER TRACKING PROBLEMS
4.4.2
INACCURATE READING TIMES
4.4.3

This research was initiated to test the feasibility of a particular content evaluation
model. In this chapter the proposed model is introduced.

4.1

Introduction to the model

4.1.1 Why should Reading Times be used?
The most straightforward approach to acquire user opinions on content is to just ask
them. There are some objections against this method, which will be discussed in
Chapter 6.3.1.
This research aims to overcome these objections, by investigating an alternative for
active user involvement. Ideally this is a method in which all users contribute, without
the necessity of extra user actions.
In this research the measured reading time is chosen to compute message
evaluation scores. Using reading times prevents users from being troubled with
questions and enables all users to contribute to the evaluation process.

Model abstract
Before diving into a detailed construction of the model it might be useful to explain
the general idea behind it. The model is built around a method that implicitly uses
reading times to infer evaluation scores. This method has one bold statement as

4.1.2

evidence for its validity:

People look longer at things they like.

The model uses reading times to infer evaluation scores. If message A has longer
reading times than some other similar message B, it must be because message A is
liked more than B.
If someone only scans a message to find it's not of interest to him, the reading time
will be shorter than if that person decides to read it. The proposed model
distinguishes interesting from less interesting messages by examining reading times.

11

4.2

Variables used in the proposed model

This part of the report will construct the model by stating its variables. Chapter 4.3 will
tie all variables together.
4.2.1

Reading Time (RT)

The time a user spends on some information is the time between the displaying of
the information and its abandoning by the user. In this report the reading time (Ri) of
a forum message is defined as the time between the displaying of the message and
the next action of the user on the forum.
Ideally the obtained result is equal to the time the user actually spent reading the
message. In practice it is hardly impossible to attain such accuracy. For now, the
obtained reading times are assumed to be accurate enough for further processing.
Chapter 4.4.3 Inaccurate Reading Times discusses noisy elements in reading time
measurements.

Predicted Reading Time (PRT)
The Predicted Reading Time (PRT) is the expected reading time of a message for
the current reader if the message were of average interest to him.
4.2.2

This probably needs explanation. Many users will have read many messages in the
forum. Reading times of all these 'encounters' have been collected. Consequently,
every message has a set of measured reading times. Every message also has a set
of characteristics such as the number of words and its readability.
Using the reading times and message characteristics of all messages, some
mechanism must learn to predict a probable reading time for the current message.
How this prophetic mechanism is to be implemented is not yet important. Factors that
influence user reading behaviour have been examined in Chapter 3. Investigating
Reading Behaviour.
The survey on reading behaviour showed that users have similar reading behaviour,
but perform this behaviour at different reading speeds. The reading speed of the user
relative to the group can be used to calculate a PRT. By multiplying the expected
reading time for the group with the relative reading speed of the current user, a PRT
can be calculated for each message. The PRT will reflect the expected behaviour of
the group if there is no data on the current reader to calculate his reading speed.

The meaning of the PRT in the model is the expected reading time for the current
reader, if the message is of average interest to him. How the PRT fits the proposed
model will be explained in the next paragraph.
4.2.3

Reader's Interest

Reader's Interest (RI) is defined as the interest a reader has in a message.

With people looking longer at things they like, there is a relation between the time a
reader spends on reading a message and his interest in the message. Even if a
message is of excellent quality, if some reader has no interest in it, he will very likely
12

not read it completely. In other words, the reading time reflects the reader's
appreciation of the message. A relatively short RT indicates a low appreciation and a
long RT indicates high appreciation.

For the evaluation model it is necessary to choose a function that models user
interest. A possible interest function is plotted in Figure 4.1. This interest function is a
straightforward implementation of our interest definition.

0.8
0,6
0,4

0.2
0

-02
-0,4

-0$
-0,8
-1

Figure 4.1. Interest against reading time

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, interest is finite2. Maximal interest (RI = +1) needs an
infinitely long reading time, as if the reader fell in love with the given information.
Minimal interest (RI = —1) is achieved when the reader leaves the message
immediately after its presentation, as if being disgusted. These extreme cases are
unlikely to occur. Chapter 4.2.4 discusses how the model deals with extreme cases.
The proportion of the obtained RT to the calculated PRT is the determining factor in
predicting interest for a message. Obviously RI is positive if the reader reads a
message longer than predicted: RI >0 when RTI PRT> 1. Average interest (RI =0)
occurs when the measured RT equals the PRT.
The RI(RT) function should satisfy the following conditions:

•:• RI(RT)=-1 for RTO
for RTPRT
•:• RI(RT) = 0
•:•

RI(RT) = 1

for RT?oo

A formula meeting these requirements is:
R1

1—2 *o,5x

With x = RTIPRT
This formula will be used to reflect user interest in the model.

2

At least in this model it is.
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4.2.4 Reliability

The reliability (Rely) is defined as the trustworthiness of the required RT.
Forum users won't be in lab environments while using the forum. Anything can
happen at the user's side.
A user might decide to get himself some coffee while being in the middle of reading a
message. On the forum side, we can't possibly be aware of that and the huge RT
even indicates an extremely interested user. And what if a user leaves a message
before even having taken the time to look at it? The small RTfalsely indicates an
extremely uninterested user.
Obviously some question marks can be placed by the reliability of the obtained RT's.
The model uses a reliability function to overcome this problem. This function reduces
the impact of more extreme RT values.
Figure 4.2 sketches the proposed reliability function. Rely is minimal (near +0) in the
extremes and maximal (near +1) around the PRT.
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Rely.'
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-0.4
-0.6

-0$
—1

Figure 4.2. Rely plotted against RT

Just as the RI function, the Rely highly depends on the PRT value.
The reliability function should satisfy the following conditions:
•:•
•:•
•:•

Rely(RT) 0
Rely(RT) = 1
Rely(RT) = 0

for RT=0
for RT=PRT
for RT?oo

Possible solution:
Rely(x) = 2,5x * O,4x

With x = RTIPRT

14

Although this function does not meet the requirements entirely, it will be used in the
proposed model, since it is an approximation of the desired function. Additional
research (Chapter 8.1) should provide an optimisation for this formula.

4.2.5 Message Evaluation Score (ME)
The message evaluation score (ME) represents the actual interest of the group in the
message. Consequently every message has its own ME value. ME has the same
dimension and range as RI, varying from —1 (uninteresting) to +1 (interesting).

The RI and Rely values should in some way be combined to calculate the change in
this ME for the message that has just been read.
Several ways to calculate an evaluation value are possible. The proposed model
uses the following function to calculate change in message evaluation:

4ME =

* Rely * (RI-ME)

cis a constant between 0 and 1.
ME is the message evaluation before the current evaluation.
The following figure shows the resulting ZtME depending on the proportion of the
measured RT to the PRT.

0$
0.6
0.4

0,2
0
-0.2
-0,4

-0$
-0.8
-1

Figure 4.3. Resulting Evaluation Effect (with MEO)

Other formulas for 4ME will be discussed in Chapter 4.3.2.
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4.3
4.3.1

Computing the Evaluation Score
Binding it all together

Now that the important variables in the proposed evaluation model have been
introduced, it's time to tie them together.
Assume a forum equipped with the proposed evaluation model. The forum has been
in use for some time, so we don't have to worry about initialisation problems.

Consider the case where message I is being read by user U. This case shows how
an evaluation score can be calculated.
The reading time for message I and user U:

RTi,
Before we can start to evaluate, a PRT needs to be calculated. As stated
earlier, how this is done is not yet important. Some mechanism calculates a
PRT:

PRTi,
Now apply the formula for RI (reader's interest):
RIi,u = RI(RT1,u, PRTI,Lj
Calculate the reliability:
ReIy1.u = ReIy(RT1p, PRT1ppj

4.3.2 Evaluation score method
The two results RI and Rely can be used to calculate a change in evaluation score
for message I. How the actual evaluation of the message is recalculated depends
on the scoring functions. Many scoring functions can be used:

•• Moving average over the last N reads (ME has a range from —ito +1)
N = A constant number of messages to be averaged
LIME = ((N * ME1) + (RI * ReIy))I(N+1)
•:•

All time average (ME has a range from—ito +1)
Same as previous, except
N = The number of times the message has been read
N will be incremented each time the message is read.

+ Sum of all RI*ReIy values. (ME has a range from —oo to +oo)
LIME = (RI * Rely)

+ Some other mechanism (ME has a range from—Ito +i)
LIME = c * (RI — ME1) * Rely
c =a controlling constant between 0 and 1

c = I indicates full influence
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For now the last function is chosen, with c1.
ME1 is the evaluation score of message I is from previous evaluations. The change
in evaluation will be:
* (RI - ME1) * Rely

4ME =

An example. For some message, the following variables have been calculated:
ME1

0

PRT =l5sec
1.

RTlOsec
x = RTIPRT = 10115 = 0,667

RI=1_2*0$=1_2*0,5(0,667)0,26
Rely = 2,5 * * 0,( = 1,667 *0,543 = 0,905

zIME= I *(RI_ME1) *ReIy,26*O,905J,235

Z RT3Osec

x=RT!PRT30115
R1

2

1—2 *0,5' 1—2 *o,5A(2)

0,5

Re1y2,5*x*0,(5*0,16=0,8
=
3.

* (RI — ME1) * Rely = 0,5 * 0,8 = 0,4

RT=l2Osec

xRT/PRT 120/15=8
R1

1—2 *0,= 1—2 *0,5A(8) = 0,992

Rely = 2,5 * x * 0,( = 20 * 0,4'(8) = 0,013
4ME

I *(RIME1) *Relyo,992 *0,013 = 0,013

These results have also been plotted in figure 4.4.

u

RT/PRT=2,0

0.4
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0,2

.flA

TIPRT=8

/
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-02

- —-----------.

/1

',,'

2

3

5

4

6

7

8

g/pRr1c)

RT/PRT=067
I

Figure 4.4. Example points (0,667; 2 and 8)
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4.4

Obstacles: Potential problems.

This chapter expounded a model for implicit content evaluation in forums. Chapter 5
and 6 will investigate issues related to forums and content evaluation. In Chapter 7,
this report will conclude on the feasibility of the proposed model.
The remainder of the current chapter will discuss potential problems for the proposed
model.
4.4.1

False assumptions on reading behaviour

The reading time might not be indicative enough for message evaluation. The survey
showed the variance in RTcould be explained for 8% by variance in evaluation. This
result was obtained in an experimental environment. Real-life results could deviate
from the survey results.
In additional research, a prototype should clarify this doubt.
What if people do read some message but classify it as 'uninteresting'? Horoscopes
and tabloids are an example for this behaviour. Many people read the stones, but
they don't assign interest or credibility to them.
This is not a problem since users seem to appreciate this kind of content. If people
read the information entirely, it must be of added value to the forum, although the
term 'interest' will devaluate.
4.4.2

User tracking problems

To obtain reading times, the behaviour of users on the forum should be collected.
Consequently, users have to be tracked while they're on the forum. Some form of
user identification is needed to make this possible. The solution in use for user
tracking is Sessions. Technically this is implemented by using Cookies or Session
variable passing.
The reading time of a message is the time between the displaying of the message
and the abandoning of the message by the user.
A problematic logging scenario:
When the user requests a message, a START mark is logged, containing the time of
request, the message ID and the user ID. Later, when the user leaves this message
by clicking on a link, an END mark is logged, together with the time of request,
message ID and user ID.
If the user follows a link outside the forum, the END mark will not be logged,
indicating loss of information.
New techniques, such as user-side tracking using JavaScript or new 'behaviour
collecting' browsers, could be used to overcome tracking difficulties. This report
however does not intend to discuss all possible tracking techniques.
4.4.3

Inaccurate Reading Times

Measured reading times do not necessarily represent reading behaviour. Anything
could have happened! Some possible reasons for inaccuracy have been listed below.
The chance of these cases to occur will be greater with longer messages.
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Transfer latencies
The time needed to display a message is dependent on server response time,
Internet connection and user computer speed. Therefore the amount of time needed
to display a message will vary per user, per visit.
Which amount of the RT is display time and which amount is actual user RT?

User multitasking
If the problem of variable transfer latencies can be overcome, the following question
remains:
Is the user actually reading the message, reading multiple messages simultaneously
or getting herself some coffee?

Scrolling
Longer messages need scrolling to be read entirely. Scrolling involves user actions
and will therefore influence the measured reading time.

Printing messages
Some users prefer to read longer messages from paper. They scan the forum for
interesting messages and print the most interesting ones on paper. This could result
in short RT's for interesting long messages.
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5.1

Forum-style Conversation

'Forum' is originally a Latin word meaning 'market plaCe' or 'town Square'. To identify
forum-situations we use the following definition:
Forums allow for Conversation among groups of people, with each person being
able to respond to each other participant. (Long&Baecker 1]
Definition 1. Forums.

Any situation in which this definition holds can be called a forum. For the non-internet
world, a market place, a group of students (without a teacher) and a local pub, are
examples of forum-situations.
Following this definition, we can identify several Internet applications as being a
forum. Newsgroups, Chat, Multi-user games, Guest books, Threaded Discussions,
Email Lists and Online Auctions are all examples of applications in forum-style. Each
application has its own characteristics but they all conform to the given definition.
This report focuses on a specific type of Internet application: The Threaded
Discussion. In this application users can converse through messages, which are
stored on the Internet server. More than one user can reply to more than one
message, allowing for multiple Conversational 'threads'.
On the World Wide Web (WWW) the term 'forum' has become synonymous with

'threaded discussion'3. From now on in this report 'forum' will be used to refer to
a 'threaded discussion'. See Chapter 5.4 Basic Forum Implementation for a more
technical approach to forums.

Synonyms for 'Forum': Forum Discussion, Threaded Discussion, Online Discussion Group,
Conference, Discussion Platform, Message Board and Bulletin Board.
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5.2
5.2.1

What is an Internet Forum?
Forum Description

An Internet forum is an online discussion platform where visitors can express their
opinions and share their thoughts. Forum users can converse by replying to each
other's messages (utterances in the conversation).
Forums are text-based and asynchronous. 'Text-based' because forums only allow
for written conversations. 'Asynchronous' because forum users can participate in a
conversation without all participants being online at the same time. By storing all
forum messages on the Internet server, asynchronous conversations are made
possible.
Forums usually target a particular field of interest. Let's assume our forum is about
relationships. A forum user (Mane) starts a topic "Marriage? No way!" with a
message in which she states that marriage is an illusion. All other users are then free
to reply.
If three users replied the forum would look like:
Forum5> Relationships <
Threads:
•

Marriage? No way!— Mane (23-11-2000 09:01)
• Why not? — Roberta (23-11-2000 10:53)
• Re: Marriage? No way! — Ghost (24-11-2000 00:23)
• Divorce is the answer— John P. (24-11-2000 13:33)

•

Clicking on Marie's message will result in something like:
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Forums> RelationshiDs> Marriage? No way! <
Subject:
Marriage? No way!
Author Marie (23-11-2000 09:01)

Hi forum pals!

My boyfriend proposed yesterday. In a crowded restaurant he
kneeled and asked me.
Naturally I said NO. The crowd was disappointed. Too bad.
What do y'all think? Should I rethink?
Any happy married people on this site?
Reactions:
• Why not? — Roberta (23-11-2000 10:53)
•
Re: Marriage? No way! — Ghost (24-11-2000 00:23)
• Divorce is the answer— John P. (24-11-2000 13:33)

Conversations can take weeks before ending. The end of a conversation is the result
of the topic being 'closed' by an administrator.

5.2.2 Forum terminology
The following words are common in forums. They have been listed to facilitate
reading this chapter.
Seed
Conversation
Topic
Thread
Message
To post
To reply
To start a topic
To close a topic
Administrator
Moderator

The first message in a conversation
All threads beneath the originating seed
The subject of a conversation
The chronological path from the seed to the current message
One written utterance in the conversation
To place a message in the forum
To post a message as a reaction to some other message
To write the first message (seed) in a new conversation
No more messages can be posted in this thread.
The person who manages the forum
A user with some Administrator-privileges

See Appendix 10.1 Research Terminology for more research terms and their
explanation.
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5.3
5.3.1

Added value of forums
The pros and cons of forums

Although there are web sites consisting entirely of forums4, they are usually added to
a site as an extra feature. There are several reasons for adding a forum. Table I
shows reasons for adding a forum to a site5.
Table 1. Reasons for adding a forum: added value
For the site administrator:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

To get feedback on (specific parts of) the site from visitors
To communicate with visitors of the site
As a service to visitors (They can get answers to their questions)
To get free content (Users voluntarily contribute content)
To generate return traffic
• Users will return to see the replies to their posting
• Users can be emailed a notification when someone replies
To get (minimal) personal data from your visitors by letting users
build a profile.

For the visitor:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The freedom to react (even add) to the site
A tool to communicate with other visitors (shared interest)
To get answers (from other visitors) for specific questions
More information can be found on the site

The first four points mentioned for both the visitor and the administrator represent
win-win situations. The administrator and the visitor both seem to benefit from a
forum being added to the site. Reason 5 and 6 for the administrator are
consequences of having a forum on a web site. Used in the right way, they can be
turned into advantages.
In the same way some reasons can be thought of for not adding a forum to a site.
Table 2 shows II reasons for not adding a forum.

See References: Visited Forums"
Following the business attitude described in The cluetrain Manifesto [Locke, Levine, Searis and
Weinberger]
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Table 2. Reasons for not adding a forum
For the site administrator:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Site not suitable for a forum
The risks of giving visitors free speech opportunity
No time to administrate the forum
No need to hear visitor opinions
No need to give visitors extra services
No need for extra content

For the visitor:
1.
No desire to react to the site
2.
3.
4.
5.

No desire to communicate with other visitors
No need for answers
No need for more information
Not wanting the site to become more complex

Although most of these reasons seem acceptable at first sight, they're not all that
obvious.

For the site administrator:
Assuming you're an ambitious webmaster, you want your site to be successful. A
successful site is usually a site where visitors will return to.
If your attitude complies with reason 4, 5 and 6, your chances of designing a
successful web site are close to zero.
The result of this research should provide solutions to reason 2 and 3, leaving you
only to decide on the validity of reason I for your site.

For the visitor:
The following statement refutes reasons 1, 2 and 3: You don't have to use all the
features a site offers. Reason 4 is probably the most acceptable objection against
forums: the site will grow, which might result in a more complex site. A good
accessibility strategy (including the use of content evaluation) might prevent this from
happening.

5.3.2 Conclusion
A forum can be a welcome extra feature to a site. It gives visitors the possibility to
speak out. Those who don't want to make use of the forum don't have to. It also
provides the administrator with real feedback that can be used to improve the site.
On the other side, free speech can be a threat to the quality of information on the
site. Removing 'unwanted' content is a lot of work and can be considered as
censorship, which both are undesirable features. See 5.5 Problems with Forums:
Security and Netiquette for more on the subject of unwanted content concerning
forums.

5.4

Basic Forum Implementation

Since we're planning on automating message evaluation in forums, it is useful to
acquire knowledge of their architecture and implementation. Essential forum
components are threads, users and messages. These three components will
always be found in a forum. Individual differences in functionality between forums
result from other extra features.
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Threads
Forums have a strong hierarchical architecture,
formed by two factors: topic (subject) and time.
The forum tree is branched by topics and ordered
by time. A message nested in the tree is always
younger (posted later) than a message in the
5.4.1

Seed (first message)
\-Replyl
\-Reply2
\-Reply3

same thread, higher in the tree.

-etc.
Single threaded

Threads:
•:• Single threaded
Users can only reply to the first message. This
results in a list of messages, ordered by date.

Seed (first message)
\-Replyl

Multi threaded
Users can reply to the first message and users
can reply to replies. This results in a tree of
messages.
•:•

I

-Reply1a
\-Replylb

I

I

I

\-Replylbl

\-Replylc
\-Reply2
\-Replyl b
I

\-Replyl bi

5.4.2 Forum Users

\-Reply3
-etc.

Forums typically use user-levels to differentiate
Multi threaded
between users. The user-level determines the
rights the user has on the forum.
Three common types of user-levels can be distinguished:

•

Visitors
These users can only post messages
Moderators
These users have limited administrating privileges such as altering or removing
messages. Moderators are usually regulars to the forum.
An Administrator.
The user has all possible privileges such as block users, move/delete messages,
start and close topics.

•
•

Forums can have slightly different user-levels, such as 'Forum Members' or
'Anonymous Cowards'6.

5.4.3 Messages
Messages are still text based. Most important message facts are: subject, author,
date and time of origin and message content.
In some forums special codes can be used to allow for:

•
•
•

•
6

Fonts
Layout

Smilies/emoticons
Clickable links & email addresses

Bold, Italic and Underline
Bulleted lists (as this list)
http://www. Rubbers. N L
rr@nederhoed .com

www.Slpsh0ot.Org uses 'Anonymous Coward' as the user-level for nonmembers.
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Extra features
Forums use varying functionalities to enhance the appearance of the forum.
5.4.4

Statistics:

+ The number of (online) users.
•. The number of replies to a message.
•:• Hitlist of most active messages.
The following techniques were encountered while investigating forums. They fall
outside the scope of this research but were listed to show advanced Internet
techniques can be used in forums.

•:• Member login

+ User profiles
•. Customisation/Personalisation
+ Advanced Search functionalities
+ Some form of Message evaluation
•. Glossy appearance replaces plain text
+ Scripting replaces CGI Programming
•:• Databases replace Flat Text files
+ Complex Shared Administration

5.5
5.5.1

Problems with Forums: Security and Netiquette
'Unwanted' Content

One of the motivations for adding a forum was the (free) content contribution by site
visitors (See 5.3 Added value of forums). The flip side of this feature is the possibility
of receiving all kinds of 'unwanted' content.
Unwanted content is almost always the result of dysfunctional behaviour, with respect
to the Netiquette7 (Net-Etiquette). Netiquette is the set of (unwritten) rules every
Internet user should act up to. Analogous to non-internet etiquette, the goal is social
behaviour resulting in a non-offensive, functional society.

To clarify 'dysfunctional behaviour' I selected some (!) examples of dysfunctional
behaviour [Clarke 1]. The given examples have been adjusted to fit for forums.

Information overload
Someone posts a message with very limited relevance to the forum.

(Intentional) Misinformation
Someone posts a message that misleads readers into assuming facts that
aren't.

In personal communication Clarke explained he introduced the term 'Netiquette' (with an 'H'), being
a combination of Net, Etiquette and Ethics. He noted 'The idea was to suggest that mere politeness
(as in picking up your fork in the socially approved manner) wasn't enough. To achieve reasonable
be ha viour on the Internet, we need to recognise we all have ethical responsibilities.
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Out of context (Netsearching)
A person makes a comment in what they assume to be a restricted context,
such as a specific forum. A search engine references the comment. People
discover the comment remote from its original time, space and context.

Flaming
A person posts a message containing foul and abusive language about some
other forum user.

Bombing
Someone keeps posting messages to a forum. Someone organizes many
people to post messages to a forum. Someone posts very large messages to
a forum.

Obscenity
Someone posts material to a forum, which some people find objectionable.
(For example: pornography)

Impersonation
Someone posts a message that appears to come from someone else.

Spamming
An organization posts messages containing advertisement for its services.

Abuse of intellectual Property Rights
Someone posts a message containing copyrighted material.

Hacking
Someone exploits security weaknesses of a forum to alter it in some way.

Obscuration
Someone posts a message in coded form allowing its content only to be read
by persons who know the decode mechanism.
These examples roughly point out three categories of unwanted content. The
distinction is made by the negative influence it has on:

5.5.2

1. the forum itself

Low quality forum or forum malfunctioning

2. the forum owner

Legal threats to the site owner and higher workload

or administrator
3. the forum visitor.

Offensive content to the visitor (Spam, flaming)

Corrupt message detection

Messages that break forum rules should be detected
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An alternative that reduces the workload for Administrators can be the use of
moderators. Moderators are visitors, usually regulars to the forum, with some
administrating privileges.
Manually reviewing all submitted data is not a desirable situation and in a big
forum nearly impossible. There are some alternative techniques, however they all
depend on human intervention.
5.5.3

Current Solutions

Once corrupt messages have been detected, they must be 'treated' to minimise the
amount of unwanted content on the forum. There are several ways to handle corrupt
messages.

Delete the message
The message can be removed from the forum, thereby preventing it from
being shown to forum users.

Edit the message
The message can be adjusted to fit forum rules. By editing only the offensive
parts of a message, its valuable parts remain accessible.

Block the user who wrote the message.
This method might only solve the problem temporarily. The 'bad' user can
login using a different username.

Give low evaluation score
By assigning the lowest possible evaluation to this message, it is clear for
users that they should have no benefit from reading it. This elegant method
can only be applied when some form of message evaluation is used in the
forum.

An objection to the first three methods is that freedom of speech is reduced. Deleting
or adjusting messages and banning users are considered as censorship.
To justify these acts of censorship, the rules of the forum should be clear to all users.
Only messages that break the rules may be adjusted.

5.6

Accessibility

A forum can be a tool for communication as well as a knowledge base. Ideally a
forum should satisfy to the following conditions:

•

For communication, it must give every user the possibility to participate and
express their specific thoughts.

•

For being a knowledge base, it must assure its content is accessible.

These requirements can easily collide. Allowing everyone to express his or her
thought results in a vast, ever growing amount of data. And more data will result in
less accessible knowledge.
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An example:

A complaint of regular forum users is the return of 'beginner questions'. In
other words, the forum is polluted with redundant information. Forums that
have been in use contain knowledge. If valuable knowledge is not accessible
enough for new users, they will start asking questions about knowledge that is
already contained somewhere in the forum.

Good accessibility of valuable knowledge will prevent this from happening.
Accessibility can be facilitated by evaluation techniques. Valuable message should
be easily accessible.
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Chapter 6.

Investigating Content Evaluation

STATISTICAL: SIMPLE FORMULAS
EDITORIAL FILTERING
6.2
EDITORIAL VOTING
6.2.1
EDITORIAL CATEGORIES
6.2.2
MODERATING
6.2.3
COLLABORATIvE FILTERING
6.3
EXPLICIT COLLABORATIVE FILTERING
6.3.1
IMPLIcIT COLLABORATIVE FILTERING
6.3.2
CoNcLusIoN ON CONTENT EVALUATION
6.4
6.1

This chapter explores methods for content evaluation in Forums. Most described
methods apply for content evaluation in general.
Content evaluation adds value to a forum for both the visitor and the forum
administrator. Low evaluation scores might indicate corrupt messages8. High scores
help visitors find valuable information.

Statistical: Simple Formulas
6.1
Statistical methods use figures to indicate content value. Typical figures are the
number of replies to a message, the number of visits. Even the length of a message
can indicate usefulness: you might want to avoid empty or extremely long messages.
Accessibility of forum content can be facilitated by this method. For example, a forum
can give a list with the ten most visited messages. Or it can list the ten messages
with the most replies. In forum jargon active threads are called 'hot topics'.

An objection to this technique is that it only shows where the action is. Using merely
statistic data does not provide any analyses of quality or user interest. Using
statistical data for content indication is actually a simple form of implicit filtering (See
Chapter 6.3.2).
To give an example, a message can have an attractive title, but contain a spam
message. Because of the attractive title, the message will have many visits. This gets
the message in the list of hot messages, generating even more visits. Disappointed
users will respond to the spam message by replying to the message in furious words.
This results in many replies, which gets the message in the hot topic list.

6.2

Editorial Filtering

These methods involve active participation by forum administrators.
6.2.1

Editorial Voting

By analogy with magazines, forums can have editors reviewing posted messages.
The editors (administrators) of the forum assign scores to the messages. An editor
can evaluate messages by subjective preferences or use predefined objective
evaluation rules. This method places a load on the forum editors, especially with
growing forums.

8

corrupt messages are messages that break the forum's rules
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6.2.2

Editorial Categories

The author of a message or the administrator assigns categorical features to
messages. These features can be used to give visitors an indication of the type of
message. An image next to the message title represents the 'mood' of the message
('©' of '®' for example) or its category.

@DD

POLL ) View By:

Up to Forum List I Search

in en ire sto

I

Send to a Friend

I

Subject

Seek helo on thesis

P RE: intra cersonal communicat
and forums

Poll Question: Statement: Th€
Cluetrain Manifesto is written
Idealists.
ii about the book
ii the first chapter:
!rnetApocalypso"

Good Communication

() RE: Good Communication

: Good Communication /
Defiantly Communicative
Do your homework!
RE: Do your homework!

1 RE: Do your homework!
Figure 6.1. Example9 of editorial categories

Moderating
Forums can have a select group of users with additional, administrating privileges.
These privileged users are called moderators. (See Chapter 5.4.2 Forum Users)
Besides detecting and handling corrupt messages, moderators can also assign
6.2.3

evaluation values to messages.
An example of such a system is the SlashDot1° Internet forum. SlahsDot uses a
complex moderating system in which frequent users are temporarily given moderator
status to evaluate messages. It also uses meta-moderators to evaluate the work
done by the moderators. This is to prevent moderators of assigning high scores to
their own messages.

6.3

Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering methods combine individual evaluations to calculate an
average evaluation score. This score indicates the appreciation of the message by
the forum visitors who read it.
6.3.1

10

Explicit Collaborative Filtering

Part of screen dump retrieved from http://www.cluetrain.com/
See Chapter 9.2 Some Visited forums
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Explicit Collaborative Filtering methods use explicit
user input to evaluate content. Users are aware of
their contribution.
Typically users are given the option to vote on some
item they just saw (See Figure 6.211). In forums this
would be the message they've just read.

Rate this web page:
aul Li •5 :4 J ; superior
Figure 6.Z Explicit Evaluation

Another example of explicit input is a user defined personal profile. In a profile, users
can set preferences and filtering options. Old messages, messages with an
evaluation score below a user-defined threshold and messages outside the userdefined area of interest of the user are not shown.
Objections to explicit methods are:

User burdening
Internet users are burdened with extra options and actions.

Objectivity vs. subjectivity
A subjective opinion is wanted. Visitors might "go into school mode ... trying to
be an objective judge, when in fact this behaviour would be the opposite of
what is needed to produce good recommendations" (Ford 1].
The following objections were stated in (Claypool, Le, Wased and Brown 1):

Behaviour alteration
Having to stop to enter explicit ratings can alter normal patterns of browsing
and reading.

User benefit
Unless users perceive that they benefit from providing ratings, they may stop
providing them.

User reluctance
Readers read more articles than they rate.

Accuracy
Collaborative filtering requires many ratings for every item in order to provide
accurate predictions.
6.3.2 Implicit Collaborative Filtering

With implicit methods, all actions taken by visitors on a site are collected. Clicking on
a link, time between actions and entered search terms are examples of implicit user
input.

This method is called Implicit because input is acquired without explicitly asking the
user for it and without the user being aware of an evaluating system. With Filtering is
Part of bigger image. Found on: httD://www.rpted.itJselect/
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meant the search for and interpretation of patterns in user behaviour. Filtering gets
Collaborative when the collected data of all users is used to compute evaluation
scores.
Implicit methods have the following advantages compared to explicit methods
[C/a ypool, Le, Wased and Brown 1J

+ They remove the cost of the user examining and rating items.
•:•

Every user interaction with the system can contribute to an implicit rating.

Objections to implicit filtering methods are:

Technical difficulty
It is harder to implicitly obtain reliable data than to explicitly ask users for their
opinions.

Privacy
Users are not always aware of their behaviour being watched by some
system. This evokes a privacy issue.

Noisy data
Implicitly obtained data is assumed to be the result of some behaviour.
Reading time should indicate reading behaviour for example. This is not
necessarily true. The user could have had all kinds of other activities, so the
obtained data could contain noise.

Accuracy
Collaborative filtering requires many ratings for every item in order to provide
accurate predictions [Claypool, Le, Wased and Brown 1J

6.4

Conclusion on Content Evaluation

Statistical methods for content evaluation indicate where the action is. And that's that.
Statistical figures are more of interest to the forum administrator than they are to the
forum user. Forum users want more than statistics; they want reliable evaluations.
They want indications of quality.
Collaborative filtering methods can give such quality indications, as well as editorial
filtering. The latter would provide quality and reliability but place a load on the editors.
Especially with bigger forums this can become problematic.
Collaborative filtering methods use the intelligence and behaviour of all forum users
to come up with evaluation scores. Explicit filtering troubles forum users with
questions on their interest. If implicit filtering methods can give accurate evaluations,
they provide a far more elegant solution for content evaluation than explicit methods.
The method proposed in this report belongs to the category of implicit, collaborative
filtering techniques. It uses reading times to compute evaluation scores.
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Chapter 7.

Research Conclusions

7.1

FEAsIBILITY

7.2

IMPROVING RESULTS

Chapter 2.1 Problem Definition stated two questions that had to be answered:

1. Can reading times be used for message evaluation?
2. If so, how can the evaluation process be automated and integrated in an
Internet forum?

This chapter answers these two questions by summarising the relevant research
results.

Can reading times be used?
7.1
In line with previous research, a relation was found between time spent on a web
page and reader's interest. The first research question can be answered with a clear
'Yes'.
8% of the variance in RT can be explained by variance in user interest. Although the
correlation is quite weak, it is possible to calculate an evaluation score. When every
encounter of a visitor with a message slightly contributes to the evaluation, many
visits will result in an accurate evaluation. An accurate evaluation reflects the interest
of the group in the message.

7.2

How can the evaluation be automated?

The second research question can not be fully answered yet.
To narrow the scope of this research, a specific model for message evaluation was
proposed as a possible answer to the second question. This model supported the
knowledge on reading behaviour. It took into account that individual reading skills can
cause different reading times for readers with equal interest in a message.
The model uses previous reading behaviour of a user to calculate an expected
reading time, called the predicted reading time (PRY). The PRT is the expected
reading time for a message, if it were of average interest to the user. This 'custommade' PRT adjusts the outcome to each user's individual reading speed. By
comparing a user's PRT with the actual measured reading time, an evaluation can be
calculated for this specific user.
The model depends highly on an accurate PRT. The results on message readability,
individual reading speed and message length can be used to calculate such an
accurate PRT.
How this PRT can be calculated exactly could not be investigated because of a lack
of time. Chapter 8 will give some directions for possible further research.
Another determining factor for the feasibility of the model will be the reliability of the
measured reading time. If a considerable amount of reading time is noise, it will be
hard to compute accurate evaluations. Noisy reading times can be the result of users
getting themselves coffee or skipping messages before taking a look at them,
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resulting in extremely long or short reading times. To solve the problem of possible
extreme RT-values a reliability function was introduced.
Internet transfer time latencies can also introduce noise. If these latencies are
consistent, they will be reflected in the PRT.
In a real life forum, the difference in reading times for interesting and less interesting
messages will probably be bigger than in the survey. Users usually have a goal. They
search entertainment or an answer to some question. Many messages are available
in many forums, so why waste time on the current disappointing one? But this is
speculation.
Overlooking all results, reading times can be used to calculate message evaluations.
A field test or prototype of the proposed model should clarify the feasibility of the
proposed model.
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Chapter 8.
8.1

8.2
8.3
8.4

Future Proceedings

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
IMPLICATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
SOME USES OF MESSAGE EVALUATIONS IN FORUMS
OThER USES

Additional Research
8.1
As stated already in chapter 7, a prototype is needed to conclude on the feasibility of
the proposed model.

The model uses a reliability (Rely) function and a Reader Interest (RI) function to
compute an evaluation score. The formulas in the model were only to illustrate how
these formulas should interact. Additional research is needed to optimise their
performance in real-life forums.
The model depends heavily on the predicted reading time (PRT). An accurate
prediction of the PRT is of crucial importance. The survey showed a high correlation
between message length and reading time for individual readers. An individual trend
line, mapping message length to RT can be calculated and used as a prediction
method.
This model could be used in combination with other methods discussed in the
chapter on Content Evaluation. Other variables could be used in combination with
reading times to calculate even more accurate evaluations. Incidentally, users could
be questioned explicitly about their interest in messages as a controlling mechanism.

8.2

Implications for implementation

The most restricting implication is that only one message can be shown on screen at
a time. Reading times are collected per page, so messages should only contain a
single message. Otherwise evaluations cannot be calculated for individual messages.
To maximise the proportion of reading time in the measured time, pages should be
as sober as possible. Large images will take seconds to download and would
influence the obtained reading times.

8.3

Some uses of message evaluations in forums

Chapter 2 stated that the aim of this research is quality improvement and listed three
areas in which this could be applied:

+ Quality indication
The evaluation score is printed next to the title of a message.
When a user searches the forum, results are represented in order of their evaluation
score.
Apart from the topic name, a discussion could also display the maximum evaluation
score that is contained inside the discussion. This is an indication of value contained
in the forum.

+ Quality preservation
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Entire discussions or threads are presented in order of the average value of all
messages in it. Thereby even older discussions, containing valuable messages will
remain 'in the picture'.
•:•

Easy administration

Administrators can more easily find corrupt messages by searching for messages
with low evaluation scores.
Second, corrupt messages can be assigned a fixed minimal evaluation score to lower
their accessibility without removing them entirely from the forum.

8.4

Other uses

The proposed model should not necessarily apply only for Internet forums. It can be
used in any Internet application in which aPRT can be calculated for individual items
of interest.
An online newspaper would be fit. Another interesting commercial application could
be an online shop. Users' interest in products could be calculated by interpreting the
time people spend looking at products. Depending on evaluation scores, the shop
owner could decide to remove unpopular products from the catalogue or make
personalised offers to users.

8.5

Opportunities for PinkRoccade SZ

As a final remark it would be nice to suggest some uses for the results described in
this report for PinkRoccade SZ. First it could add a forum to its Intranet, allowing all
its employees to communicate and share knowledge, regardless of their level of
authority in the organisation.
Second, it could integrate content evaluation techniques in its internal document
management system. Scoring documents can add to the accessibility of more
valuable documents.
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RESEARCH TERMINOLOGY
SuRVEY ON READING BEHAVIOUR (EXTENSIVE DESCRIPTION)
SUCCESSFUL SEARCHING
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Research Terminology

Accessibility
Administrator
Content
Content, unwanted
Customisation
Filtering, collaborative

Filtering, explicit
Filtering, implicit
Forum Rules
Gunning Fog
Moderator
Netiquette

Personalisation
Readability Score
Recommender systems

To register
Thread
User-level

User Multitasking
TUser Profile

L
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The ease with which information can be retrieved.
The person who manages the forum.
All information on the page.
Content that breaks the forum rules, has no relevance or
is offensive to the users.
Information is adjusted to the user's preferences.
Filtering technique in which behaviour of all users
contributes to obtain content evaluations.
Filtering technique in which users actively vote on content.
Filtering technique in which users passively contribute to
the evaluation process.
Behavioural rules all forum users should agree with to
assure functional behaviour.
A specific method to compute a readability score.
Same as Administrator.
Rules Internet users should obey in order to behave
properly on the Internet.
Information is adlusted to the users areas of interest
A value indicating the readability and complexity of a text.
Filtering technique that provides personalised suggestions
that users will probably find interesting
To become a member of the forum community (to get
privileges)
The chronological path from the seed to the current
message
The level at which the user operates in a forum. A higher
user-level indicates more administrative privileges.
The situation in which a user simultaneously performs
multiple tasks.
Information provided by the user on his preferences and
areas of interest.
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10.2.1 Introduction
This appendix gives a detailed description of the survey conducted as part of this
report. The report proposes a model for automated content evaluation and this
survey has been performed to test and found the assumptions made for the model.
Three assumptions have to be tested:

1. Readers have similar reading behaviour but differ in reading speed.
In order to predict reading times, we must know if readers have similar reading
behaviour. It is import to know how a specific user compares to the group.

2. The readability of a message influences the reading time.
The readability score indicates the difficulty of a message. People will probably
read difficult messages slower than easy messages. Is this true?

3. Reading time correlates with reader interest
If this is true, readers' interest can be inferred from reading times. Interesting
messages are of more value to a forum than dull messages, so interesting
messages will get higher evaluations scores.

The third assumption is of crucial importance to this report. No model based solely on
reading times can be successful if this relation does not exist.
After this survey had commenced, it became clear that other researchers did find a
relation between time spent on an Internet page and interest [Claypool, Le, Wased
and Brown 1). Because of this evidence, a positive conclusion on the third
assumption is expected.
10.2.2 Method
10.2.2.1

Participants

A group of 24 persons participated in this experiment. The group consisted of 8
females and 16 males. The data of 2 males was not used because their native
language was not Dutch. The participants' ages varied from 19 to 58 years, with an
average of 29.7 years. Participants have been categonsed by age in Table 10.1.
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able 10.1 Participants' Ai

Age

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

The provided categorisation is only to give the
reader an impression of the participants. The
influence of age and gender has not been
investigated in this survey.

10.2.2.2

Materials

Tota

10.2.2.2.1 Messages

Number
1

9
2
5
2
2
0
0
1

0

22

A total of 23 messages were used. All messages were in Dutch and retrieved from
various Dutch forum sites.
The messages were presented to the participants in two sets. The first set (Seti)
consisted of 10 messages. The second set (Set2) consisted of 13 messages.
Statistical information on the used messages is displayed in Table 10.2.
Table 10.2 Statistics of messages in Seti and Set2

Lenath 'words
Setl
Set2

Message
2

55
175

3

204

4
5
6

108
118
53
367
58
34
50

1

7

8
9
10
11

12
13

Average
St.Deviatior
Mediar

120,00
105,23
83.00

85
87
58
25
43
97
40
111

197

237
103
73
136
94,62

60,54
85.00

Readability score
Setl
Set2
12,20
8,37
4,81
6,76
10,47
11,25
6.03
8,00
5,97
4,87
7.93
5,87
9,97
5,89
6,72
10,29
6,96
9,83
8,45
9,00

8,40
1.98

6,54
6,15
15.6
7,99
3.10

7,97

6,54

10.2.2.2.2 Implementation

The survey was implemented in PHP4, using mySQL as the database medium to
store message texts, reading times and user answers. In PHP the FastTemplate
class was used to fill message and question templates.
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To minimise individual differences, all participants used the same computer, thereby
using the same browser (1E5), with the same resolution (1024x768) and fonts while
performing the survey.
The survey itself ran on a server with Microsoft NT and IIS, using the company's
Intranet for data transmission. This server had minimal workload, resulting in fast
response times.
10.2.2.3

Procedure

10.2.2.3.1 SetI

This set was used to test assumption I and 2. Readers were asked to read the whole
message even if they had no interest in it. To prevent the readers from skipping
(parts of) a message the participants had to answer one or two multiple-choice
questions on the content of the message they just read.
The answers provided by the participants in Seti have not been used in the
statistical analyses.
Variances in reading times could be the result of message readability. The second
assumption holds if this relation can be found.
10.2.2.3.2 Set2

This set was used to test assumption 3. Readers had to read 13 different messages.
After each message they were confronted with the following question:

"How interesting was the previous message for you?"
(Figure 10.1: 'Hoe interessant vond u het vonge bericht?' (Dutch))
The participants could choose from the following five answers:

1. Vety uninteresting! ('Zeer oninteressant!)

Onerzoek
Hoe interessant vond u het vorige berlcht?

2. A bit dull ('Een beetle saai)

3. Neutral('Neutraal)
4. A bit interesting ('Een beetje inferessant)

5. Very interesting! ('Zeer interessant!)

C

Zeer oninteressant!

C

Een beetje saai

C

NUtTI

C

Een beeIe interessant

c

Zeer interessanti

Figure 10.1. Interest question (Dutch)

The participants were not explicitly told to read each message completely.
Consequently, readers only needed to read a message until they had enough
indication of their interest in it to answer the question. Please read Chapter
10.2.5 Critical Obseivations for some remarks on this statement.
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This situation is approaches/simulates a forum situation:
+ If I do not like the message, I leave it!

• lfldolikeit, I read it.
The explicit evaluations provided by the reader were stored in a database. 'Very
uninteresting!' was stored as —2, 'A bit dull' as —1, 'Neutral' as 0, 'A bit interesting' as
+1 and 'Very interesting!' as +2.
Assumption three holds if a significant relation between explicit evaluations and
reading times can be shown.

10.2.3 Results
The reading times and evaluation scores stored in the database during the survey
were imported in Microsoft Excel to be processed. Some variables have been further
inspected using SPSS 10.1 (trial version). SPSS was particularly useful for
determining confidence levels.
10.2.3.1

Message length and reading time

The first interesting results can be shown by plotting reading times against message
length (number of words). In Seti reading time is linearly correlated with message
length, while in Set2 less consistent correlation can be found.

Seti
In Figure 10.2 reading times are plotted against message length for the group. The
black line represents the linear trend line for the group.
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Figure 10.2 SetI: Message length plotted against reading time (Group Average)
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The R2-value —being the square of Pearson's correlation coefficient [TEXASOFT 11—
can be seen as the proportion of variance in reading time due to the variance in word
length. R2-values near I indicate high correlation: reading time variance can be fully
explained by variances in message length. R2-values near 0 indicate no coherence.

Figure 10.2 shows a very high correlation between message length and average
reading time. In other words, the reading time depends highly on the message
length. In order for the first assumption to hold, we must show that each member of
the group has reading behaviour similar to the group and scaled to the group by a
constant.
In Figure 10.3 reading times have been plotted against message length for 4
participants (M, A, D and J) with varying reading speeds in Seti. The 4 (dotted) lines
represent the linear trend line for each reader.
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Figure 10.3 SetI: Message length plotted against reading time (4 participants)

Each of the 4 displayed participants showed high con-elation between message
length and reading time (indicated by the high R2-values). The four plotted
participants nicely reflect the population. J is a relatively fast reader and M reads
relatively slow. Participants A and D have intermediate reading speeds.

Not only these four, but all participants showed similar reading behaviour. It would be
interesting to know how each participant compares to the group. Table 10.3 shows
the correlation coefficients (RI in Setl for each participant. The middle column
represents the individual RT and the group average, the right column the individual
RTand the group's trend line.
Table 10.3 Correlations for 22 users in Setl
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Seti

Correlation Coefficients
User-GroupAverage
(sorted)
Participant
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12(M)
13(A)
14

15 (D)
16
17

18(J)
19

20
21

22

Correlation Coefficients
User-Group Trendllne

0,990
0,979
0,977
0,977
0,975
0,972

0,973
0,953
0,964
0,976
0,968
0,950

0,971

0,951

0,968
0,968
0,963
0,962

0,948
0,932
0,915
0,956
0,914
0,918
0,930
0,966

0,961

0,960
0,957
0,957
0,955

0,881

0,931

0,913
0,893
0,905
0,968
0,804

0,925
0,920
0,914
0,870
0,777

0,731

All readers show high correlation with the group (group's average) as well as with the
group's trend line. From this data can be concluded that readers perform similar
behaviour at all messages. Their reading times all scale up to the group average with
some constant factor. This factor can be identified as the individual Reading Speed
of the participant.

This should not come as a surprise. The survey set-up in Seti forces readers to read
all messages entirely. The above conclusion only holds in a survey situation. If
readers are free to decide whether or not to read a message entirely, they are more
likely to diverge in behaviour. This remark should follow from Set2.

Set2
Now let's do the same for Set2. In Figure 10.4 reading times have been plotted
against message length for the group. The black line represents the linear trend line
for the group.
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Figure 10.4 Set2: Reading times plotted against message length (Group Average)

Figure 10.4 still shows a high correlation between message length and average
reading time for the group average. In other words, the reading time still depends
highly on the message length. The participants did have reading behaviour different
from Setl. In Set2 the group average RT for 100 words is 16,1 seconds. In Seti this
was 26,9 seconds!
The plotting of the reading times in Set2 for the same four participants (See Fi9ure
10.5) shows quite different results than seen in Setl (See Figure 10.3). The Rzvalue
is smaller which indicates reading behaviour in Set2 was less linearly correlated with
message length.
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Figure 10.5 Set2: Reading times plotted against message length (4 particIpants)

The (dotted) trend lines try to linearly match user behaviour. Some correlation clearly
exists between message length and RT. These correlations are not as large as they
were in Setl and also show more individual differences.
Table 10.4 shows the correlation coefficients (R2) in Set2 for all participants. The
middle column shows the R2-values for the individual RTand the group average. The
right column shows the R2-values for the individual RT and the trend line.
Table 10.4 Correlations for 22 users in Sef2

Set2

Correlation Coefficients Correlation Coefficients
User-GroupA verage
User-Group Trendline
(reordered)
Participant
6
5
2
4
8
1

12(M)
14
10

15(D)
9

19
16

0,976
0,934
0,930
0,919
0,904
0,902
0,897
0,896
0,862
0,799
0,784
0,782
0,770
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0,954
0,873
0,915
0,912
0,825
0,925
0,770
0,802
0,892
0,729
0,756
0,811

0,735

0,744
0,729
0,720
0,710
0,663
0,636
0,518
0,494
0,028

20
17
11

18(J)
7

13(A)
22
21

3

0,6891

0,620
0,705
0,626
0,737
0,512
0,357
0,569
0,029

In Set2 readers were not asked to read the entire message. If a participant does read
the whole of a message, it is either because he likes to read it, or is still performing
behaviour from Setl.
Readers only needed to read a message until they had enough indication of their
interest in it to answer the question. If someone did read a significant part of a
message, it was probably because that person was interested in the content of the
message.
The readers were not told they could skip parts of messages. So another reason for
reading a message completely could be that the reader was still performing 'must
read' behaviour from Seti. Read Chapter 10.2.5 Critical Observations for more
remarks on this issue.
If participants did stop reading a message as soon as they had an indication of
personal interest, but kept on reading when they liked the content, they are likely to
have longer reading times for more interesting messages.
To show the difference in behaviour in both sets the individual reading speeds (RS)
have been calculated for every participant for every message:
RSu,jiq

=

NumberofwordsMlRTuM

Where

M=
U=

the message
the user.

The result is a total of 506 (22 participants x 23 messages) RS-values.
These RS-values have been averaged for every user in both sets. Table 10.5 shows
all individual RS-values in both sets, ordered by RS in Seti.

Table 10.5 Participants' Reading speeds in Seti and Set2

Setl
(ordered)
5,18
4,97
4,97
4,97
4,72
4,61
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Set2
.

6,66
5,45
9,03
10,25
9,29
6,80

4,20
4,09
4,01

3,99
3,92
3,90
3,89
3,87
3,77
3,49
3,44
3,28
3,22
3,09
3,04
2.81

I Group Average

3,97

5,90
6,15
11,54
6,07
6,09
5,59
6,53
7,02
4,72
4,73
5,87
8,39
3,80
4,95
4,32
5.07
6,56

One would expect a relation between average reading speed in Seti and Set2.
Therefore these RS-values have been plotted in a scatter plot (See Figure 10.6).

0O0

1,00

2,00

3.00

4,00

5,00

Figure 10.6 Reading speeds: Seti plotted against Set2

Analyses in SPSS indicated a correlation of 0,517 with a certainty of 95%
(Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)).
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6,00

Readability and Reading Time
The data obtained from Seti can also be used to test a possible relation between
Reading Time (Ri) and Readability. Readers had to read all messages entirely in
Setl. Therefore it is more likely they have been slowed down by less readable
10.2.3.2

messages than in Set2 where readers have not read all messages entirely.
Again participants' reading speeds (RS) have been used. The individual RS-values
have been averaged per message, resulting in the average reading speed for the
group per message. Figure 10.7 shows the group RS plotted against message
readability in Seti.

6,00

_J_{iA1

Reading Speed vs. ReadabIlity (Seti)

0,1402

::
2,00

1,00

Re.dabity (G&vwlNIg Fog)
0,00
0,00

2,00

4,00

8.00

6,00

10,00

12,00

14,00

Figure 10.7 Reading Speed vs. Readability for the 10 messages in Seti

No positive conclusions on the relation between RS and readability can be drawn
from this image. SPSS calculated a correlation of —0,374 but significance lacked.
The same figure for Set2 (See Figure 10.8) shows an even more diverse character.
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R:adingSpeed vs. Readability (Set2)
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Figure 10.8 Reading Speed vs. Readability for the 13 messages in Set2

For Set2 SPSS calculated a correlation of —0,202 but, just as in Seti, with insufficient
significance.
10.2.3.3

Reader's Interest and Reading Time

This chapter faces the most challenging question of this survey:

Does Reading Time (Ri) relate to Reader's Interest?
Seti left little room for variance in RT due to variance in reader's interest. The
participants had to read the entire message whether they liked the message in
question or not. Set2, on the contrary, was designed to simulate a forum situation.
Readers were only asked about their interest. So readers could decide themselves
how much time they spent on a message.
The evaluation scores for all messages in Set2 are shown in Table 10.6 to give an
impression of the obtained results.
Table 10.6 Evaluation Scores per Message
Very
uninteresting! A bit dull Neutral

A bit
Interesting

Very
interesting!
(2)
0
0

(-2)

(-1)

(0)

(1)

1

1

6

5

10

2

12

6

1

3

Message
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N

Average
Score

22
22

-1,2

0,1

3

11

6

3

2

0

4

10

4
3

0

1

11

3

5

1

7
4

6

1

2

3

13

3

7

0

4

10

4

8

4
3

4

6

8

1

2

10

1

7

4
4

22

-1,2

22
22

-1,1

22

0,5
0,7
0,5
0,0
0,4
0,0

22

-0,2

2

22

1

22

-0,6
-0,3

22
22
22
22

4

4
4
4

3
7

9

3

10

6

11

6

12

7

3
4
4
6

13

6

4

4

Total

71

56

44

88

27

286

A total of 286 votes were collected. The average score of a message was calculated
by the following formula:
score * N score

Average Score = score--2

score = the evaluation value (-2 to 2)
Nscore = the number of votes for that score
= the total number of votes for the message
Ntotai

The average score for message us calculated using the variables in the first row of
the table:

Average Score message

1*2+6*1+5*O+1O*1+O*2
i=

22

2

=

=

To give a graphical representation, the average RT has been plotted against its
average score for every message (See Figure 10.9).
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Figure 10.9 Average Reading Times plotted against average evaluation score.

This figure gives no evidence for conclusions on a possible relation between the
evaluation score and RT. Analysed in SPSS, a correlation of 0,320 was found, but
with insufficient significance.
[Claypool, Le, Wased and Brown 1) presented their results by dividing the obtained
reading times for every evaluation score in quartiles. In Figure 10.10 a similar
approach has been applied. For every message, the RT's have been divided in 4
bounds using percentiles. The upper and lower bounds each represent 10% of the
data, the other two bounds each represent 40% of the data.
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Figure 10.10 Reading Times by Evaluation Score

This does look more promising. RT-values with an evaluation score of 2 tend to be
bigger than RT-values with an evaluation score of —2.
10.2.3.3.1 Variables

To prove the underlying relation for this tendency, the following variables have been
used:

User variables:
Reading Time (13 per user)
The actual measured reading time.

Evaluation Score (13 per user)
The obtained user votes on all messages.
Relative RT (13 per user)
Every user has an individual trend line for Set2. This line is the linear approximation
of the mapping of message length to an RT-value. The trend line represents the
expected RT based on the obtained data in Set2.
The Relative RT, is computed by dividing the difference between the expected RT
and the measured RT, by the expectedRT:

relativeRT =

(RT—ExpectedRT)
ExpectedR T
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This formula normalises the RTs for every user on individual reading speed. The part
of the RT due to message length has been removed.
A Relative RT-value of —0,2 indicates the reader read 20% shorter than expected for
the given message.

Message variables:
Message Length
The length of the message in number of words.

Readability
The readability of the message according to the Gunning Fog method.
Average RT (average of 22 values)
The average of all reading times for the message in seconds.

Average Relative RT (average of 22 values)
The average of all individual Relative RT-values for this message.
Average Evaluation (average of 22 values)
The average of all evaluation scores for the message.
10.2.3.3.2 Correlations

All these variables have been analysed in SPSS. Correlations have been calculated
for all message variables (See Table 10.7).
Table 10.7 Correlations for message variables

Readability

Average RT

0,970**
Message Length
-0,017
Readability
1
0,102
Average RT
1
Average Relative RT
*) Correlation is significant at the 0,05 level (2-tailed)
**) Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (2-tailed)

Average
Relative RT
-0,004
0,589*
0,214
1

Average
Evaluation
0,262
0,266
0,320
-0,154

From these correlations the following can be concluded:
1. Message length and average RT are strongly correlated in Set2.
The probability of this conclusion being false is less than 1%.

2. Readability and average RT are correlated in Set2.
The probability of this conclusion being false is less than 5%.
No conclusion on a relation between RT and readers' interest can be drawn, based
solely on average message variables. Therefore the correlations for all 286 usermessage 'encounters' have been investigated (See Table 10.8).
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Table 10.8 Correlations for all encounters

Message Length
Readability
RT

Readability
-0,017
1

RI

Relative RT

0,746**
0,078

-0,001

0,235

1

0,354**

Relative RT
*) Correlation is significant at the 0,05 level (2-tailed)
**) Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (2-tailed)

1

Evaluation
0,123*
-0,073
0,277**
0,216**

The following five conclusions can be drawn for Set2, with a certainty of 99%:
1. Message length and RT are correlated
2. Readability and Relative RT are correlated
3. Absolute RT and Relative RT are correlated
4. RT and explicit evaluation are correlated
5. Relative RI and explicit Evaluation are correlated
And with a certainty of 95% can be concluded:
6. Message length and explicit evaluation are correlated

10.2.4 Discussion
The survey was necessary to prove three assumptions. Regarding these
assumptions, the following can be concluded:

Readers have similar reading behaviour but differ in reading speed.
This statement is proven to be valid. User behaviour was very similar in Setl for all
users. High correlations where found between each individual user and the group's
trend line. User RTs are scaled to the group average by a constant factor known as
individual reading speed.
For the second set, RT was still correlated with message length. Individual behaviour
was as expected much diverge.

Reading time correlates with reader interest
In Set2, a significant correlation between RT and reader interest was found. The
square of the correlation, known as the R2 value (0,277'2 = 0,08), indicates that
variance in RT can only be explained for 8% by explicit evaluation.

The readability of a message influences the reading time.
In Setl this correlation could not be found. In Set2 however a correlation (0,235) was
found between Relative RTand Readability.
The analyses of Seti did not use Relative RT. To conclude on readability and RI,
Seti should be analysed using Relative RT and Readability.
Additionally, a relation was found between explicit evaluation and message length.
Although the participants could have a preference for longer messages, it is not
likely.
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10.2.5 Critical Observations
The results of this survey are only of indicative value. For scientific purposes, the
number of participants should have been larger and the message length should have
been more divergent in both sets.
Set2 consisted of 13 messages, read by 22 participants. Every message was divided
into 5 interest categories by explicitly evaluation. Resulting in an average 4.4 votes
per category per message. A total of 286 message evaluations were obtained.
This is not enough data to provide solid statistical foundation.
The results obtained from Set2 might have been influenced by the fact that
participants were not explicitly told that they did not have to read all messages
entirely. As a result it might not have been clear to the reader that he was free to skip
parts of messages. Thereby still performing the 'must read' behaviour from the first
set.

Another possibility is that a reader felt he had to read the whole message before
being able to objectively judge on interest. The chance of this to happen is reduced
by demanding a subjective verdict: How interesting was the previous message for
you?" This is however no guarantee that the reader did actually give his subjective
opinion. This observation is actually an objection to explicit evaluation methods. In
other words, visitors will go into school mode12, trying to give an objective judgement.
The advantage of these two observations on Set2 is that in a real forum results can
only be better: no need for 'must read' behaviour, no need for 'school mode'
behaviour.

12

SchooI mode" — Term borrowed from Ian Ford: htto://www.sims.berkeIev.edu/resources/maiIjng

Iists/collab/0243. html
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10.3

Successful searching

For most searches Copernic 2000 (version 4.55b) was used. This program combines
the search results retrieved from over 20 search engines.
More information and the free downloadable program at: http://www.Copernic.com/
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